
2 спальная комната квартира в долгосрочную аренду в Albox, Almería

Introducing the perfect opportunity for a fresh start in the charming town of Cantoria (Almanzora)! Allow me to
present this stunning apartment that will surely sweep you off your feet. With a generous size of 70 m², this delightful
residence boasts 2 bedrooms and 1 bathroom, providing you with ample space to create your dream home.

Step inside and prepare to be captivated by the radiant natural light that permeates every corner of this beautiful
abode. The airy and expansive living room offers the perfect setting to unwind and relax after a long day, or to enjoy
quality time with your loved ones. Imagine spending tranquil evenings on your very own terrace, sipping a glass of
wine while admiring breathtaking views of the surrounding landscapes.

Simplicity and elegance are the defining traits of the interior design, complemented by tasteful furnishings that add a
touch of warmth and comfort to the space. Every aspect of this remarkable dwelling has been meticulously thought
out to ensure a harmonious living experience. From the carefully chosen color palette to the high-quality materials
used in the construction, no detail has been overlooked.

The bedrooms, exuding a sense of tranquility and serenity, provide the ideal retreat to recharge and rejuvenate. The
spaciousness allows for creative interior arrangements, offering endless possibilities to express your personal style.
Embellish these restful havens with your favorite artwork, textiles, and cherished possessions, making them truly your
own.

Additionally, the apartment comes fully furnished, eliminating the stress of moving and allowing for immediate
occupancy. Imagine the convenience of simply unpacking your suitcases and embracing a new chapter of your life in
this remarkable home. Whether you are a first-time buyer or an experienced investor, this turnkey property holds
limitless potential.

Located in the heart of Cantoria (Almanzora), this residence benefits from a strategic position that combines
tranquility and accessibility. Enjoy the perks of living in a peaceful neighborhood while having all amenities within
reach. From local markets and charming cafes to reputable schools and modern healthcare facilities, everything you
need is just a stone's throw away.

Enveloped in the breathtaking natural beauty of Almanzora, this property offers a unique opportunity to embrace a
serene and fulfilling lifestyle. Immerse yourself in the tranquil atmosphere, surrounded by idyllic landscapes and
picturesque vistas. Take advantage of the numerous outdoor activities available in the area, from hiking in the nearby
mountains to exploring the stunning Mediterranean coastline.

  2 спальни   1 ванная   70m² Размер сборки
  70m² Размер участка   elevator   bright

500€ вечера

 Недвижимость продается IVIVING CONSULTING INMOBILIARIO
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